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Challenge 1 – Times tables 
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Challenge 2 – Arithmetic and problem solving 
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Multiplication methods  

Fluency 
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Reasoning and problem solving 
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Challenge 3 – English 

Handwriting task – see class dojo for today’s task. 

Mini invent – Travel brochure for South Africa 

Imagine you want to encourage people to visit South Africa.  What interesting things would make 
them want to visit?  Think about the cities, countryside and wildlife that make it different to the UK.   

Use some of the different sentence types we looked at last week  - question, command, exclamation 
and statement.  They will make your writing interesting and entice the reader to want to visit. 

Use lots of adjectives and adverbs to make the reader interested in your descriptions.  Use verbs 
such as ‘imagine’ and ‘picture yourself’ to get the reader to visualise themselves being there.  I have 
put some vocabulary ideas in the green box – your language needs to be full of positive words to 
make the reader want to visit. 

Structure 

Short Introduction: Question and exclamation sentences to grab the reader’s attention. 

Paragraph 1: describe the countryside – mountains and grasslands and what visitors can see there. 

Paragraph 2: describe the cities or coastline – what can visitors see? 

Ending: Concluding sentence about how amazing the country is.  Finish with a question and 
exclamation – ie. So what are you waiting for?  Come and visit soon! 

 
Mini - invent checklist: 
Have you written in present tense?  
Does your writing make sense and is it interesting to read? 
Have you used as many words as you can from the vocabulary idea box below? 
Have you included noun phrases and adverbs? 
Have you used capital letters, commas and full stops correctly? 
Can you include any additional punctuation: question marks, exclamation marks? 
Have you used a variety of sentence starters - think ISPACE? 
Have you written at least 6 sentences in paragraphs 1 and 2? 
 
 
Vocabulary idea box: 
 
 
 

 

 

imagine                     picture             view               majestic              astounding 

stunning            glimpse                   unforgettable  pristine 

vast                incredible  adventure  contrast 

friendly           inviting                immaculate             welcoming 

awesome     marvellous      surprising        unbelievable       fascinating 

afraid               proud               guilty                 optimistic  petrified 
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Idea for how to begin your writing… 

Have you always dreamed of watching lions and giraffes graze in the wild?  See this and much more 
in South Africa! 

This is a stunning country at the tip of Africa.  A land of contrasts, it boasts huge mountains, crashing 
waves and vast expanses of grassland.  If you like adventure, why not climb South Africa’s highest 
mountain, Mafadi, in the majestic Drakensburg mountains?  Alternatively, take a few days to go on a 
safari in Kruger National Park.  Here you can safely observe the Big 5: lions, elephants, leopards, 
rhino and Cape buffalo in their natural habitats.  A sunset game drive is an unforgettable experience! 

 

 


